S

end letters by first-class mail
to Managing Editor, Texas Bar
Journal, P.O. Box 12487,
Austin, TX 78711-2487; by
overnight mail to Managing Editor, Texas Bar Journal, 1414 Colorado, Suite 312, Austin, TX
78701-1627; by facsimile to
(512)427-4107; or by email to
tbj@texasbar.com.

First, they give the reader the option to
remove the wrapping without damaging
the magazine; Second, the legal profession should be above such blatant commercialism. I do not feel comfortable
displaying this month’s journal in public
for my clients and potential clients to see.
Please reconsider any decision to permit a
single advertiser this much control over
what your members see.
Erin M. Allen
New Braunfels

Rap on the Cover Wrap
Imagine my disappointment when the
March issue of the Texas Bar Journal
arrived wrapped in a brochure for a legal
publishing company. While it is true that
other magazines wrap themselves in
advertisements, there are two differences:
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Nail on the Head
Kudos to the Texas Bar Journal for the
last two issues. Roland Johnson hit the
nail on the head with “Listening to
Understand” (February, p. 90) and David

Fisher further seated the nail with “Elevating the Rule of Right” (March, p.
168.) We would not need disciplinary
rules and regulations if each of us could
learn to listen more and just do the right
thing. The article about Arturo C. Gonzales was inspirational (February, p. 88).
The public is rarely told of compassionate
lawyers like Mr. Gonzales. There are still
many Atticus Finches in our profession,
and he is one of them. Top all of that off
with the great information about social
media (March, p. 178). An old guy like
me doesn’t always get this Internet/social
media stuff, but this series of articles is a
keeper. Thanks for the good work.
Al Ellis
Dallas
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